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Dynamic Bargaining for Relay-Based
Cooperative Spectrum Sharing
Yang Yan, Jianwei Huang, Senior Member, IEEE, and Jing Wang, Member, IEEE

Abstract—Cooperative spectrum sharing can effectively improve the spectrum usage by allowing secondary users (SUs) to
dynamically and opportunistically share the licensed bands with
primary users (PUs). In return, an SU will relay a PU’s traffic to
improve the PU’s effective data rate. In this paper, we study how
one PU and one SU achieve an efficient spectrum sharing through
dynamic noncooperative bargaining. The key challenge is that the
PU does not have complete information of the SU’s energy cost.
We model the dynamic bargaining with incomplete information
as a dynamic Bayesian game, and investigate the equilibria under
both single-slot and multi-slot bargaining models. Theoretical
analysis and numerical results indicate that our proposed scheme
can lead to a win-win situation, where both the PU and the SU
obtain data rate improvements via the bargaining-based CSS
mechanism. Furthermore, the SU can take advantage of the
incomplete information to improve its bargaining power (also
called reputation effect), and thus gain a higher data rate.
Index Terms—Cooperative spectrum sharing, bargaining, dynamic Bayesian game, incomplete information, sequential equilibrium, reputation effect.

I. I NTRODUCTION
OOPERATIVE spectrum sharing (CSS) can effectively
improve spectrum efficiency, and thus can alleviate the
network pressure caused by the rapid increase of wireless data
communication. One mechanism to realize CSS is cooperative
communications [4] between the primary licensed users (PUs)
and secondary unlicensed users (SUs): PUs with poor direct
channel conditions can achieve higher data rates by using
SUs as cooperative relays. Cooperative communications can
achieve the benefit of multiple-input-multiple-output (MIMO)
communications by using relay nodes as virtual antennas,
and has also been extensively studied in the recent literatures
(e.g., [5]–[10]) and has become part of the next generation
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communication standards (e.g., IEEE 802.16J standard [11]–
[13]).
Different from the traditional cooperative communications
where only relays help, CSS requires PUs to compensate SUs
by allocating network resources for the SUs’ own communications. Because of this, CSS leads to a win-win situation for PUs
and SUs. The key question for designing a relay-based CSS
mechanism is how the PUs and SUs agree on the cooperative
transmissions and resource splitting. In this paper, we will
focus on a noncooperative bargaining-based CSS mechanism
under incomplete network information.
The concept of relay-based CSS has only been proposed
in recent literatures (e.g., see [14]–[20] and the references
therein). Han et al. in [17] analyzed the achievable rates of
CSS with one PU pair and one SU pair. Simeone et al. in
[18] considered the case where PU optimizes the resource
allocation based on the known channel state information and
transmission power, in a network with one PU and many
SUs. Zhang et al. in [19] considered a similar CSS between
multiple SUs and one PU. Both primary and secondary users
target at maximizing their utility functions. Wang et al. in
[20] studied a CSS between one PU and multiple SUs, where
SUs decide their power levels for relaying PU’s traffic to
achieve proportional access time to the channel. All results
in [14]–[20] considered complete network information, where
the PU and SUs know all the channels and important network
parameters such as SUs’ energy cost. The only recent work
focusing on incomplete network information environment are
[21] and [22], where the authors proposed contract-based
CSS mechanisms in networks with multiple SUs (with one
or multiple PUs). However, [21] and [22] only considered the
spectrum sharing in a static setting (i.e., one time slot).
In this paper, we study a dynamic bargaining-based CSS
between one PU and one SU1 with incomplete information2
under several different interaction scenarios. In particular,
we assume that the SU’s energy cost for transmission is
unknown to the PU. In a dynamic network environment, the
PU and the SU must timely adjust their own strategies in
order to achieve a satisfactory resource splitting. The dynamic
and incomplete information model better captures the reality
of wireless communications, but so far has received little
attention in the literature due to the difficulty of analysis.
The main contributions of this paper are summarized as
follows:
1 In Section II-C, we will discuss further the motivation behind the study of
the one-to-one bargaining and its connection to a more general many-to-many
bargaining.
2 Incomplete information means that not all players know the utility function
and strategy space of each player in the game.
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The cooperation between one PU (PT-PR) and one SU (ST-SR).

New network model: This is the first paper that studies cooperative spectrum sharing under a dynamic and
incomplete information network environment based on
noncooperative bargaining theory.
Dynamic bargaining with incomplete information: During the dynamic bargaining scenario, the PU and SU must
adjust their beliefs about incomplete information and
strategies accordingly, so as to maximize their own payoffs. We model such interaction as a dynamic Bayesian
game, which is challenging to analyze.
Multiple system scenarios and sequential equilibrium:
We investigate the bargaining interactions under two
different system scenarios: single-slot and multi-slot. In
both scenarios, we derive the sequential equilibrium (SE)
for both scenarios, and evaluate their properties through
numerical examples.
The analysis of SEs: Theoretical analysis and numerical
results indicate that the proposed mechanism leads to a
win-win situation. Moreover, the SU can gain a higher
data rate by taking advantage of the incomplete information. In particular, the SU can benefit from the multistage bargaining and the reputation effect in the multi-slot
bargaining.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. We introduce
the system model and methodology in Section II. In Section III, we analyze the equilibria of the single-slot bargaining
game. In Section IV, we extend the analysis to the multi-slot
bargaining game. We finally conclude in Section V.

II. S YSTEM M ODEL

AND

M ETHODOLOGY

A. Cooperative Spectrum Sharing Model
We consider a time-slotted system with the network model
as in Fig. 1. Here, P T and P R represent PU’s transmitter
and receiver, and ST and SR represent SU’s transmitter
and receiver. Let hp , hs , hps , and hsp denote the channel
gains of the links P T -P R, ST -SR, P T -ST , and ST -P R,
respectively. For simplicity, we assume that the channel gains

Three possibilities of the bargaining process in a single time slot.

remain fixed across time slots.3 We further assume that both
the PU and the SU know the channel gains of all links through
a proper feedback mechanism. The PU and SU transmit with
fixed power levels of Pt and Ps , respectively.
In this paper, we assume that the SU is an energyconstrained device (e.g., wireless sensor or mobile device).
We let C denote the SU’s energy cost, which is related to
its current battery status. The actual value of C is known
only by the SU but not by the PU. However, PU knows the
distribution of C, and hence the information is asymmetric
and incomplete.4
Spectrum bargaining process can happen within a single
time slot or over multiple time slots. Fig. 2 illustrates three
possibilities of the bargaining result within a single time slot.
Without loss of generality, we normalize the time slot length
T to 1, and denote τ ≪ 1 as the overhead due to bargaining.
• Fig. 2(a): If PU’s direct channel condition hp is good
enough, it will choose direct transmission during the
whole time slot and achieve a data rate (measured in
bits/s/Hz) Rdir = log2 (1 + Pt hp ). In this case, the SU
cannot transmit and thus achieves a zero utility.
• Fig. 2(b): If PU believes that cooperation may be beneficial, it can offer α fraction of the time slot for SU’s
own transmission. If SU rejects the offer, PU proceeds
with direct transmission in the remaining time without
the cooperation of the SU.
• Fig. 2(c): If SU accepts PU’s offer α during the bargaining phase, then PU and SU transmit in the amplified and
forward (AF) relay mode. The PU achieves a data rate
(measured in bits/s/Hz) [4]


Pt Ps hps hsp
1
, (1)
Rr = log2 1 + Pt hp +
2
Pt hps + Ps hsp + 1
and the normalized data rate (per unit time) is (1 −
τ )(1 − α)Rr . The SU achieves a data rate (measured
in bits/s/Hz)
Rs = log2 (1 + Ps hs ),
(2)
3 This assumption is only relevant when we discuss multi-slot bargaining
in Section IV. This applies to the case where nodes in the network remain
fixed for a relatively long time, and each time slot is much longer than the
coherence time of the fast fading process (so that we only need to consider
the average channel condition).
4 For simplicity, we assume that an SU’s energy cost C is fixed (but
unknown to the PU). This is reasonable when the SU’s energy does not change
significantly during the time of interests.
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TABLE I
A S UMMARY OF BARGAINING M ODELS AND K EY R ESULTS
Bargaining Models
One-Slot

One-Stage
Multi-Stage

Multi-Slot One-Stage

Key Results

Sections in This Paper

A unique sequential equilibrium
Two (potential) sequential equilibria

III-A
III-B

A unique sequential equilibrium with reputation effect

IV

and the normalized data rate (per unit time) is (1−τ )αRs .
Apparently, a larger α means a higher data rate (thus a larger
benefit) for SU but a lower data rate for PU (due to reduction
of transmission time). PU and SU will therefore bargain with
each other to determine the value of α that is acceptable by
both sides, by considering the network environment, opponent’s history actions, and potential strategies.
In this paper, we first investigate how the PU and SU
bargain with each other within a single time slot (i.e., oneslot bargaining game). Note that the bargaining period with
length τ in Fig. 2 (b) and (c) can include multiple stages, i.e.,
PU and SU can bargain multiple times within the same time
slot. Thus we will study both the one-slot one-stage and oneslot multi-stage bargaining game. Then we analyze how the
PU and SU bargain over a finite number of time slots (i.e.,
multi-slot bargaining game). We summarize various models
and the key results in Table I.
B. Sequential Equilibrium
The bargaining process described above is a dynamic
Bayesian game, which involves the PU’s and SU’s dynamic
decision-making and belief updates. The sequential equilibrium (SE) is a commonly used equilibrium concept for the
dynamic Bayesian game, and is defined as a strategy profile
and belief system which satisfy the following three basic
requirements [23]:
Requirement 1: The player taking the action must have a
belief (probability distribution) about the incomplete information, reflecting what that player believes about everything has
happened so far.
Requirement 2: The action taken by a player must be optimal given the player’s belief and the other players’ subsequent
strategies.
Requirement 3: A player’s belief is determined by the
Bayes’ rule whenever it applies and the players’ hypothesized
equilibrium strategies.
Requirement 2 shows that a player’s strategy at a given
information set is dependent on its belief. However, a player’s
belief is derived from the players’ strategies higher up in the
game tree according to Requirement 3. Requirements 2 and
3 together show that players’ beliefs at different stages of
the game are related to each other, and a single backward
induction through the game tree typically will not be enough
to compute an SE [24]. Requirement 3 requires the consistency
between one player’s belief and players’ equilibrium strategies. We will refer back to Requirements 1-3 when deriving
the SEs in later sections.
C. Connection with Many-to-Many Bargaining
In this paper, we analyze the bargaining-based CSS between
one PU and one SU. However, enlightened by Antoni’s work

[25] [26], the general CSS with multiple PUs and multiple
SUs could be decomposed into multiple pairs of bilateral
bargaining game between one PU and one SU. In Fig. 3, we
use a black solid square pair to represent one PU and a red
solid dot pair to represent one SU. An SU will only bargain
with PUs nearby, as it can provide good relay services to
these PUs. For example, SU1 in Fig. 3(a) is likely to bargain
with PU4 and PU1 as they are close by, and is less likely to
bargain with PU2 and PU3 as they are far away. A PU will
choose an SU to bargain according to a similar principle. This
means that we can remodel the network as an undirected graph
(see Fig. 3(b)): square nodes represent PUs, and circle nodes
represent SUs, and a link between nodes represents that the
probability of bargaining is above certain thresholds.5
Let us consider a concrete example in Fig. 3(a). Assume
that SU1 bargains with PU1 , indicated by ellipse a. If the
bargaining fails, SU1 could randomly select another PU (e.g.,
PU4 ) for bargaining (ellipse c). Meanwhile, PU1 may decide to
bargain with SU3 (ellipse b). We can also consider a variation
of this random selection model, where each node (PU or SU)
optimizes its choice of bargaining partner based on the network information such as nodes’ locations, channel conditions,
and the potential bargaining opponents’ information [26]. In
either case, it is clear that the study of the bargaining-based
CSS between one PU and one SU serves as a basis for the
general case involving multiple network entities, and therefore
is of great interest to us.
III. O NE -S LOT BARGAINING G AME
In this section, we consider the single time slot bargaining
game. As a preliminary result, we first study the one-slot onestage bargaining game, which will help us to study the more
general model of one-slot multi-stage bargaining.
A. One-Slot One-Stage Bargaining Game
In this case, there is at most one stage of bargaining in a
time slot. The proportion of the slot after bargaining is δ =
(1 − τ ) < 1, where τ is the duration of one-stage bargaining.
PU needs to decide: (i) whether to bargain, and (ii) the optimal
offer α if it decides to bargain. The SU should decide whether
to accept α (if the PU offers one).
The SU’s utility function Us of cooperation is the difference
between the achievable data rate and the energy cost


1+α
Ps C ,
(3)
Us (α) = δ αRs −
2
where Rs is given in (2). 1+α
2 Ps C denotes all SU’s energy
cost, including the costs in relaying PU’s data and transmitting
5 We may further consider a weighted graph, where the weights represent
the probabilities of bargaining.
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(a) A network with multiple PUs and multiple SUs; (b) The corresponding undirected graph.

SU’s own data in this mechanism. We can think C as data rate
per watt the SU can get if it does not relay for PU. Therefore,
Us (α) is SU’s data rate increase by accepting α. Note that
the SU can always achieve a zero utility by not participating
in the cooperative communication. Given PU’s offer α, the
optimal decision for SU is obvious: accept α if and only if
Us (α) > 0.
Without bargaining, the PU can always achieve Rdir
through the direct transmission as in Fig. 2(a). In that case,
its data rate increase is zero. Without any prior knowledge,
PU assumes that C follows a uniform distribution in [K1 ,
K2 ], where 0 ≤ K1 < K2 .6 If the SU rejects the offer as
in Fig. 2(b), PU can only directly transmit in the remaining δ time and achieve a negative data rate improvement
(δRdir − Rdir ) < 0. If SU accepts the offer as in Fig. 2(c),
PU receives a data rate increase of δ(1 − α)Rr − Rdir , which
can be either positive or negative. Here, Rr is given in (1).
Therefore, if the PU decides to bargain with the SU, it will
choose α to maximize the PU’s utility (expected data rate
increase)
Up (α) = (δRdir − Rdir ) Prob (Us (α) ≤ 0)
+ (δ(1 − α)Rr − Rdir ) Prob (Us (α) > 0) , (4)
where Prob (Us (α) ≤ 0) = Prob (SU rejects offer) and
Prob (Us (α) > 0) = Prob (SU accepts offer). Let us denote
the optimal value of (4) as α∗ . The optimal choice α∗ that
maximizes (4) is given in the following theorem:
Theorem 1: When K1 > Rs /Ps , Up (α) < 0 for any
given α ∈ [0, 1]. When K1 ≤ Rs /Ps , the optimal α∗ is
shown
in (5) at the top of the next page, where ᾱp =
q
(Rs /Ps )(2Rr −Rdir )
2Rr (2Rs /Ps −K1 )

− 21 .
Proof Sketch (Details in [27]): We divide the discussion
2Rs
s
based on different relationships between K1 , K2 , R
Ps , and Ps .
In each case, Up (α) is a piece-wise function and the optimal
α∗ can be found by considering the boundary values.

2

6 To simplify the analysis, we assume that the SU’s energy cost C follows
a uniform distribution. The analysis for other distributions will be technically
more involved but offers essentially the same engineering insights.

When K1 is larger than Rs /Ps , the SU will not accept
any offer α from the PU. In this case, the PU knows that the
bargaining will fail and thus has to choose direct transmission.
When K1 ≤ Rs /Ps , PU will choose α∗ in (5) to achieve the
best tradeoff of data rate increase and performance loss. Note
that PU will compare Up (α∗ ) with zero and decides whether
it is worth bargaining or not. If Up (α∗ ) < 0, it will simply
choose direct transmission. The one-stage bargaining game is
a subgame for the multi-stage bargaining game, and we will
use Theorem 1 in later analysis.
B. One-Slot Multi-Stage Bargaining Game
Now we consider the case where the bargaining within a
time slot can happen over more than one stage. For the ease
of illustration, we will focus on the two-stage bargaining case.
The more general multi-stage model can be similarly analyzed.
1) Utility Functions and Game Tree: Similar to the onestage game, the utility functions are PU’s expected data rate
increase and SU’s data rate increase. We assume that PU’s
belief about C at the beginning of first-stage of bargaining
is a uniform distribution over [0, K]. We denote δ1 and δ2 as
the proportions of the time slot after bargaining in the first
and second stage. By setting different values of δ1 and δ2 , we
can model different bargaining overheads. Compared with the
one-stage bargaining, the key characteristic here is that PU’s
belief about C at the beginning of second-stage may no longer
be uniform over [0, K].
Fig. 4 illustrates the sequential decisions and possible
scenarios of this one-slot two-stage bargaining game. PU and
SU make decisions alternatively at the non-leaf nodes. PU
first makes the decision on whether to bargain. If it selects
direct transmission (D), the game ends. Otherwise, PU offers
α1 to SU. If SU accepts this offer, then the game ends. If
SU rejects the offer, then PU makes a second offer α2 to SU.
Finally, SU either accepts or rejects α2 . The game ends in
both cases. Every possible ending of the game is denoted by
a black solid square together with the corresponding utilities
of PU (upper value) and SU (lower value).
The two-stage bargaining game is more complex than the
one-stage bargaining model for two reasons: (i) The SU may
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Game tree of one-slot two-stage bargaining.

PU’s strategy: whether to bargain, the first-stage offer α1
if decides to bargain, and the second-stage offer α2 (α1 )
(i.e., as a function of α1 ) if SU rejects α1 .
PU’s belief: µ1 (C) (i.e., uniform distribution in [0, K])
denotes PU’s belief on SU’s energy cost C at the beginning of the first stage, and µ2 (C|α1 ) denotes PU’s
updated belief about C at the beginning of the second
stage if SU rejects α1 .
SU’s strategy: [A1 (α1 |C), A2 (α2 |C, α1 )]. A1 (α1 |C) =
1 if SU accepts α1 when its energy cost is C, and
A1 (α1 |C) = 0 otherwise. Likewise, A2 (α2 |C, α1 ) = 1
if SU accepts α2 (after rejecting α1 ) when its energy cost
is C, and A2 (α2 |C, α1 ) = 0 otherwise.
SU’s belief: since SU knows its own energy cost C, its
belief is a singleton set (i.e., no uncertainty).

2) Analysis of the Second Stage: We will start our analysis
from the second stage. Since this is the last stage of the game,
the analysis is similar to the one-stage game case. The PU
needs to optimize the choice of α2 . More specifically, we can



K2
,1
2Rs /Ps − K2



(5)

apply Requirement 2 to solve SU’s strategy A2 (α2 |C, α1 ).
Since this is the last move of the game, the optimal strategy
for SU in the second stage is to accept α2 if and only if the
2
SU’s utility δ1 δ2 α2 Rs − 1+α
2 δ1 δ2 Ps C > 0. Such decision is
independent of α1 .
Given SU’s optimal strategy in the second stage
A2 (α2 |C, α1 ), we can apply Requirement 2 to compute the
PU’s optimal strategy in the second stage. The PU will
calculate the optimal α2 that maximizes PU’s expected utility
function Up , given PU’s updated belief µ2 (C|α1 ) and SU’s
subsequent strategy A2 (α2 |C, α1 ). The tricky part is how to
compute the belief µ2 (C|α1 ), which depends on the interaction in the first stage. In particular, we need to understand the
SU’s equilibrium strategy in the first stage in order to update
PU’s belief in the second stage.
3) Analysis of the First Stage: We start our analysis given
arbitrary first and second stage offers α1 and α2 . We further
assume that K (upper bound of C) is reasonably large
7
s
(i.e.,K > R
Ps ). Define

! 1) Rdir

reject α1 even though its utility is positive, if it believes that
α2 is much better; (ii) The PU needs to update its belief
on C at the end of the first stage (i.e., no longer uniform
distribution over [0, K]) by taking the SU’s strategic decision
into consideration.
Based on Requirements 1-3, we further introduce the following notations:
•



5

C ∗ (α1 , α2 ) =

2Rs (α1 − δ2 α2 )
.
Ps ((1 + α1 ) − δ2 (1 + α2 ))

(6)

The following lemma provides SU’s equilibrium strategy in
the first stage for given α1 and α2 .
Lemma 1: SU rejects α1 in the first stage if one of the
1 Rs
following three is true: (i) C ∈ [ Ps2α
(1+α1 ) , K] and α1 > α2 ,
∗
(ii) C ∈ [C (α1 , α2 ), K] and δ2 α2 < α1 ≤ α2 , or (iii) C ∈
[0, K] and α1 ≤ δ2 α2 . Otherwise, SU accepts α1 .
The detailed proof of Lemma 1 can be found in Appendix
A.
4) Two Types of Sequential Equilibria for the One-Slot TwoStage Bargaining: With Lemma 1, we can derive two types
of SEs for the two-stage bargaining game by checking the
consistence between the two stages.
For the first type of SE, α∗2 is slightly better than α∗1 (i.e.,
δ2 α∗2 < α∗1 ≤ α∗2 ). An SU with a small energy cost will accept
α1 in the first stage so that it can start to benefit immediately.
An SU with a medium or large energy cost will wait for the
second stage hoping for a better offer. In the second stage,
only an SU with a medium energy cost will accept α2 , and
an SU with a high energy cost has to reject α2 . Note that
the SU does not know the value of α2 in the first stage, and
thus it needs to make the above decisions by anticipating the
value of α2 . The PU needs to decide α1 and α2 by taking the
SU’s anticipation into consideration. An SE exists if the SU’s
anticipation is consistent with what the PU offers.
The first type of SE is summarized in the following theorem,
with the proof in Appendix B.
Theorem 2: Given the first stage offer α1 , the beliefs and
strategies for PU and SU are:
∗
• α2 (α1 ): the solution of the fixed point equation (7)
(in terms of α2 ) at the top of the next page, where
7 This

assumption is made so as to have valid intervals in Lemma 1.
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, min



K
,1
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(7)

in Theorem 2 is just a potential equilibrium result. Whether it
exists in a particular game depends on the game parameters.
Theorems 2 and 3 illustrates how the PU and SU should
interact optimally in the one-slot multi-stage bargaining. Next,
we will provide more insights of the SEs through some
simulation results.
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First type SE (Theorem 2) in the one-slot two-stage bargaining.

q

2Rs (2Rr −Rdir )
Ps Rr (2Rs /Ps −K1 (α1 ,α2 ))
2Rs (α1 −δ2 α2 )
Ps ((1+α1 )−δ2 (1+α2 )) .

α∗p (K1 (α1 , α2 )) =

−

1
2

and

K1 (α1 , α2 ) =
µ1 (C): PU believes C is uniformly distributed in [0, K].
• µ2 (C|α1 ): PU updates its belief on C as uniform distribution in [C ∗ (α1 , α∗2 (α1 )), K].
∗
∗
• A1 (α1 |C): SU rejects α1 if C ∈ [C (α1 , α2 (α1 )), K].
• A2 (α2 |C, α1 ): SU accepts α2 if and only if δ1 δ2 α2 Rs −
1+α2
2 δ1 δ2 Ps C > 0.
Finally, PU chooses its first-stage offer α∗1 as follows,
•

α∗1 = arg max ((δ1 (1 − α1 )Rr − Rdir ) P1 +
α1 ∈[0,1]

(δ1 δ2 (1 − α∗2 (α1 ))Rr − Rdir ) P2 + (δ1 δ2 − 1)Rdir P3 ) ,



(8)


− K1 (α1 ) , and

2Rs α2
1
1
where P1 = K
K1 (α1 ), P2 = K
Ps (1+α2 )


1
s α2
K − Ps2R
P3 = K
(1+α2 ) . PU will choose direct transmission
if Up (α∗1 ) < 0. The above beliefs and strategies constitute an
SE if and only if δ2 α∗2 (α∗1 ) < α∗1 ≤ α∗2 .
Next we examine the second type of SE, where α∗2 is much
larger than α∗1 (i.e., α∗1 ≤ δ2 α∗2 ).
Theorem 3: The following beliefs and strategies constitute
infinitely many SEs.
∗
• α2 : a constant independent of α1 :




K
∗
∗
α2 = min max αp , 0 , min
,1
,
2Rs /Ps − K
q
−Rdir
− 12 .
where α∗p = 2RrR
r
∗
∗
∗
• α1 : any value satisfying α1 ≤ δ2 α2 .
• µ1 (C) = µ2 (C|α1 ): PU believes C is uniformly distributed in [0, K] in both stages.
• A1 (α1 |C): SU will never accept α1 .
• A2 (α2 |C, α1 ): SU will accept α2 if and only if
2
δ1 δ2 α2 Rs − 1+α
2 δ1 δ2 Ps C > 0.
The proof of Theorem 3 is similar to the one of Theorem 2
and can be found in [27]. We want to emphasize that SE given

We simulate and compare the data increases of the PU
and SU at the equilibria in the two-stage game. We set
Pt = Ps = 1, K = 1.5Rs /Ps , and δ1 = δ2 = δ = 0.8.
The PU’s direct transmission rate Rdir = 1 and relay rate
Rr = 250. In this case, SU’s cooperative relay can bring a
significant improvement to PU’s data rate. The SU’s own data
rate Rs = 10.
Figs. 5 and 6 show the equilibrium data rate increases of PU
with different energy cost C. Two figures illustrate two types
of SEs of the same game. The mean utility (dotted curves)
denotes the value averaged over all possible values of C. Since
both PU and SU obtain positive mean utilities, CSS leads to
a win-win situation comparing with no bargaining.
Fig. 5 corresponds to the first type of SE in Theorem 2. Let
us focus on the solid curves: PU’s utility (circle curve) and
SU’s utility (triangle curve). We can observe three regions
depending on the value of the SU’s energy cost C: (i) Small
C (e.g., C ≤ 6 in Fig. 5): SU accepts α1 , and thus both the
PU and SU receive significant data rate increases; (ii) Medium
C (e.g., C ∈ [7, 9] in Fig. 5): SU rejects α1 but accepts α2 .
Compared with the small C case, PU’s utility dramatically
decreases, since α2 is larger than α1 and more time is wasted
in the bargaining. SU’s utility decreases smoothly between
these two regions, since a larger offer α2 mitigates the negative
effect of additional bargaining overhead; (iii) Large C (e.g.,
C ≥ 10 in Fig. 5): SU rejects both offers and PU receives a
negative utility (i.e., experiences data rate loss).
Fig. 6 corresponds to the second type of SE in Theorem
3. In this SE, the SU never accepts the first stage offer α1 ,
as it expects the second stage offer α2 to be much better.
As a result, the two-stage game becomes similar to a onestage game. We can observe two regions based on the value of
C, following a similar argument as for Fig. 5. By comparing
Figs. 5 and 6, we notice that the PU’s expected utility and
SU’s utility are both higher in Fig. 5 than in Fig. 6. The key
reason is that the SE in Fig. 6 always wastes the first stage
bargaining opportunity. In other words, the SE in Theorem 2
Pareto dominates the SE in Theorem 3.
As a comparison, we simulate the equilibrium result of the
one-slot one-stage bargaining game discussed in Section IIIA, as shown in Fig. 7. The system parameters are the same as
the ones in Figs. 5 and 6. From the comparison of Fig. 7 and
Fig. 5, we can see that at the first type SE in the two-stage
bargaining the SU is better off (data rate increase changes from
2.14 to 2.44, i.e., 14% improvement) and PU is worse off (data
rate increase changes from 10.5 to 9.8, i.e., 6.7% reduction).
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Comparing with the model in Section III, the model with
multiple time slots is more interesting, since the PU and SU
typically interact over many time slots in practice. The analysis, however, is much more complicated, and the equilibrium
results are very different from the ones in Section III.
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A. System Model

4

In this section, we assume that the SU’s energy cost C
follows a binary distribution with two values (Ch > Cl ).8
A larger C means that the SU’s transmission is more costly.
Accordingly, there are two types of SU based on C’s value:
• High type SU: C = Ch ,
• Low type SU: C = Cl .
The PU has a belief on C’s distribution in each time slot
n = N, ..., 1, i.e., Pr(C = Ch ) = qn and Pr(C = Cl ) =
1 − qn . PU’s belief will be updated over time depending on
the bargaining history in previous time slots.
The bargaining consists of N consecutive time slots as in
Fig. 8. To make the discussions easier to follow later on, we
index time backwards, i.e., the bargaining starts with time
slot N and ends in time slot 1. We also normalize each
time slot length to 1. For ease of discussion, the overhead
due to bargaining is assumed to be negligible. The model
where bargaining overhead is considered can be analyzed
analogously. The bargaining process within one time slot is
the same as in Fig. 2. We further assume that there is at most
one stage of bargaining in each time slot, i.e., this is a multislot one-stage game.
Furthermore, we assume that the SU is a non-myopic player,
whose utility is its total utilities in all N time slots. For
simplicity, we assume that the PU is myopic, i.e., it only
maximizes its utility in the current single time slot. PU and
SU will bargain over the value of α in each time slot, by
considering the bargaining results in previous time slots.

2
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Energy Cost C

Fig. 7.

Equilibrium in the one-slot one-stage bargaining.

As the total transmission time is limited, SU gains more
transmission time means that the PU loses more transmission
time, and thus the two players have opposite performance
changes when moving from one-stage to two-stage bargaining.
In particular, SU is better off in the two-stage bargaining, as it
has more choices to negotiate with the PU and has relatively
more bargaining power than in the one-stage bargaining.
From the comparison between Fig. 7 and Fig. 6, we can
see that the basic shape of the curves are the same, since the
second type of SE of the two-stage bargaining in Fig. 6 is
similar to one-stage game due to the waste of the first-stage
bargaining opportunity. The SU’s data rate increase remains
roughly the same in both figures. However, the PU’s data rate
increase is better in Fig. 7 with only one-stage bargaining.
This confirms the same intuition that more bargaining reduces
the bargaining power of the PU in our model. Figs. 5, 6, and
7 also show that the SU’s data rate increase decreases with
the energy cost C.
In this section, we have investigated how PU and SU
conduct the dynamic bargaining in a single time slot. In
Section IV, we extend the analysis to the multi-slot bargaining,
where one PU and one SU sequentially bargain over a finite

8 For simplicity, here we consider a binary distribution of energy cost C.
As shown in [28], the continuous distribution of C technically complicates
the analysis but offers the same game theoretical insights about equilibrium
outcomes.
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B. Sequential Equilibrium Analysis

(9), we get the SU’s utility when accepting αl , i.e.,

As a baseline, we will first consider the one-slot bargaining
game (i.e., N = 1). The SU’s single-slot utility Us after
accepting an offer α is

Us (αl ) =

Us (α) = αRs −

1+α
Ps C.
2

(9)

Similar to (3), Us (α) can also be viewed as SU’s data rate
increase by accepting α. Given PU’s offer α, it is optimal for
SU to accept the offer if and only if Us (α) > 0.
The PU’s single-slot utility Up is its achievable data rate.
Without SU’s relay, the PU can achieve a data rate Rdir . If
PU’s offer α is accepted by SU, then the PU’s effective data
rate is (1 − α)Rr , where Rr is given in (1). Knowing the
SU’s potential strategy, PU makes the optimal decision by
maximizing its utility
Up (α) = max {Rdir , (1 − α)Rr } .

(10)

Now let us consider the multi-slot case, the PU’s belief is
the probability assessment qn about the High type SU in time
slot n, with an initial value qN = η in the first time slot
indexed by N . As the game progresses, both users observe all
prior moves, which enable the PU to update its belief about
the SU’s type. The SU’s belief in all time slots is deterministic
since it knows its own type.
Intuitively, an SU will only choose to cooperate and serve
as a relay node if it can get a positive total utility in N time
slots. This not only depends on its energy cost (either Ch or
Cl ), but also on its achievable average data rate per unit power
Rs /Ps . Next we will discuss three different cases based on the
relationship between the energy cost and Rs /Ps . As we will
see, in most cases we can decompose a multi-slot bargaining
problem into multiple single-slot bargaining problems, and
thus the result is not difficult to get. There is only one subcase
of Case 3 that does not allow such decomposition, and we will
discuss this subcase in Section IV-C. All cases are summarized
in Fig. 9.
1) Case 1: Rs /Ps ∈ (0, Cl ]: In this case, we have SU’s
single time slot utility Us (α) ≤ 0 for any α ∈ [0,1]. This
means that even the low energy cost Cl is too costly for the
SU to achieve a positive data rate increase in one time slot.
Therefore, SU will reject any offer from PU in all time slots.
PU thus will choose direct transmission without cooperation
in each time slot (Fig. 8(a)).
2) Case 2: Rs /Ps ∈ (Cl , Ch ]: In this case, a High type
SU will reject any offer, since Us (α) < 0 for any α ∈ [0,1].
However, a Low type SU may accept a large enough α. It is
easy to see that Us is a linear increasing function of parameter
α. The PU’s single-slot utility Up (α) can be simplified as
(1 − α)Rr , and thus is a linear decreasing function of α.
Therefore, in order to attract the help from a Low type SU,
PU needs to provide an offer α that makes Us (α) slightly
larger than zero so that the SU will accept it.
The PU can first compute the threshold offer α′l = 2Rs1 −1 ,
Cl Ps

which leads to a zero single-slot utility for the Low type SU.
Then, the PU’s optimal offer can be αl = 2Rs1 −1 + ε, where
Cl Ps

ε is an arbitrarily small positive number. Substitute αl into



Rs −




1
1
1
Ps Cl αl − Ps Cl = Rs − Ps Cl ε.
2
2
2

For ease of discussion, we define

1
• ∆Rsl = Rs − 2 Ps Cl ε > 0: the Low type SU’s singleslot utility if accepting αl ,
• Rl = (1 − αl )Rr : the PU’s single-slot data rate if SU
accepts αl .
If there is no relay, PU’s utility will be Rdir . If an SU relays
for PU after accepting αl , PU’s utility will be Rl . Therefore,
PU only has two options: no offer or offer αl .9 PU makes the
decision based on the relationship of Rdir and Rl . Theorem
4 summarizes the SE of this case.
Theorem 4: Consider a multi-slot bargaining game where
Rs /Ps ∈ (Cl , Ch ]. If Rdir ≥ Rl , PU always chooses direct
transmission only regardless of SU’s type. If Rdir < Rl , PU
always offers αl to SU. A High type SU rejects the offer αl ,
and a Low type SU accepts the offer αl .
Proof Sketch (Details in [27]): Take the case Rdir ≥
Rl for instance, it is easy to find that in a single time slot,
PU’s strategy of choosing direct transmission dominates the
cooperative transmission strategy in an expected sense. Since
such fact is independent of the PU’s belief, it is easy to see
that the PU and hence SU (Hiph or Low type) both have no
incentive to deviate from their single-slot strategies in multislot case. It means that the multi-slot game can be decomposed
into N independent single-slot game.
3) Case 3: Rs /Ps ∈ (Ch , ∞): This is the most interesting
case, as both the High and Low type SU may accept a
large enough offer α. In this case, any type SU’s single-slot
utility function is the linear increasing function of parameter
α. Similar to the discussions in Case 2, to attract the help
from a High type SU, PU needs to provide the optimal offer
αh = α′h + ε = 2Rs1 −1 + ε, where ε is the same as in αl .
Let us define
•

•

Ch Ps


∆Rsh = Rs − 12 Ps Ch ε > 0: the High type SU’s
single-slot utility if accepting αh ,
Rh = (1 − αh )Rr : the PU’s single-slot data rate if SU
accepts αh .

As α′h > α′l , we have αh > αl and hence Rh < Rl . Notations
αl , αh , Rdir , Rl , Rh , ∆Rsl , ∆Rsh have been defined. Here,
we further define
•

•

l
Rsh = αl Rs − 1+α
2 Ps Ch : the High type SU’s single-slot
utility if it accepts αl ,
h
Rsl = αh Rs − 1+α
2 Ps Cl : the Low type SU’s single-slot
utility if it accepts αh .

When ε approaches zero in the definitions of αl and αh , it is
easy to see that Rsl > 0. We will show that Rsh < 0. Define
∆C = Ch − Cl , and we have ∆C > 0. Substitute αl into Rsh
9 Since the PU’s utility in the relay mode is a linear decreasing function in
α and SU’s utility Us is a linear increasing function in α, a larger offer α
means a decrease of PU’s utility but an increase of SU’s utility (Low type
SU). Anticipating this, the PU has no incentive to choose any offer larger
than αl .
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Equilibrium outcomes in different regions.
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to get
Rsh

1 + αl
= αl Rs −
Ps (Cl + ∆C )
2 

1
1 + α′l
=
Rs − Ps Ch ε −
Ps ∆C .
2
2

(11)

When ε approaches zero, (11) will become



1 + α′l
1
Ps ∆C
Rs − Ps Ch ε −
lim Rsh = lim
ε→0
ε→0
2
2
1 + α′l
Ps ∆C < 0.
(12)
= −
2
Any other offer between αl and αh will not change the
decision of the High type SU but only increase the Low type
SU’s utility, thus PU will not offer it. Therefore, PU has three
options: no offer, offer αh , or offer αl , with the corresponding
utilities Rdir , Rh , and Rl . We have three subcases here, and
the first two easy cases are summarized in Theorem 5.
Theorem 5: Consider a multi-slot bargaining game with
Rs /Ps ∈ (Ch , ∞). If Rdir ∈ [Rl , ∞), PU always chooses
direct transmission only regardless of the SU’s type. If Rdir ∈
[Rh , Rl ), PU always offers αl to SU. A High type SU rejects
the offer, and a Low type SU accepts the offer.
The proof of Theorem 5 shares the same idea with the one
of Theorem 4. Hence, we omit it here. In the two subcases of
Theorem 5, PU’s decision does not depend on its belief about
the SU’s type. The analysis of the multi-slot game can also
be decomposed into N independent single-slot games.
The only remaining subcase is Rdir ∈ (0, Rh ), where the
multi-slot game cannot be decomposed. The PU and SU need
to make decisions by considering both the history and the
future decisions of each other. In particular, a Low type SU
may reject an offer αl even if it leads a positive single-slot
utility, in order to create a reputation indicating that it is a High
type SU and induce the PU to provide a high offer in future
time slots. We will discuss this reputation effect in details next.
C. Sequential Bargaining with Reputation Effect
In Section IV-B, we have discussed Case 1, Case 2 (Theorem 4), and part of Case 3 (Theorem 5) as shown in Fig. 9. In
this subsection, we will consider the last subcase of Case 3,
where Rs /Ps ∈ (Ch , ∞) and Rdir ∈ (0, Rh ). In this subcase,

PU has three options: no offer, offer αh , or offer αl . Since
Rdir is small, PU will never choose “no offer”. Thus, we will
discuss whether the PU will provide αh or αl in each time
slot n = N, · · · , 1.
1) Single-Slot Game: Before discussing the SE of the
multi-slot game, let us first consider the game tree of the
single-slot game as in Fig. 10. Nature moves first and determines the SU’s type.10 PU and SU make decisions alternatively at the non-leaf nodes. The dotted line connecting two
nodes indicates that the PU does not know the SU’s type. Each
possible game result is denoted by a leaf node (a black solid
square) together with the corresponding PU’s utility (upper
value) and SU’s utility (lower value). PU’s belief (on SU’s
type) is Pr(C = Ch ) = q. Notations αl , αh , Rdir , Rl , Rh ,
∆Rsl , ∆Rsh , Rsh , and Rsl have been defined before.
Recall that we have Rsh < 0 and Rsl > 0, thus a High
type SU will not accept a low offer, while a Low type SU
has the incentive to accept a high offer. In Fig. 10, PU first
decides to offer αh or αl . Then SU makes the acceptance
(A) or rejection (R) decision. If PU offers αh , an SU always
accepts it regardless of its type since ∆Rsh > 0 and Rsl > 0.
Hence there is only one leaf node following αh . If PU offers
αl , a High type SU will reject since Rsh < 0, and a Low type
SU will accept since ∆Rsl > 0.
By considering the SU’s response, PU’s expected utility if
offering αl is
Upαl = qRdir + (1 − q)Rl .

(13)

PU’s utility if offering αh is Rh . Thus PU will offer αl if
Upαl > Rh , or equivalently q < (Rl − Rh )/(Rl − Rdir ) (i.e.,
the probability of being a High type SU is low).
2) Multi-Slot Game: Now let us consider the multi-slot
game, where the PU’s belief might change over time (i.e., qn
for time slot n instead of a fixed value q) based on the game
history. The SU’s behavior may also change depending on the
game history and its anticipation of the future. In particular, a
10 With Harsanyi’s transformation, the game with incomplete information
can be transformed into a game with complete but imperfect information by
adding Nature as a third player into the game. See [29] for details.
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Low type SU may choose to reject αl in a particular time slot
even if the offer brings a positive utility. The purpose of such
a strategy is for this Low type SU to create a reputation of a
High type SU and induce the PU to offer αh in the future.
An SE of the multi-slot bargaining includes the following
components in each time slot n = N, . . . , 1: (i) The update of
PU’s belief qn in time slot n, (ii) PU’s strategy (offer αl or
αh ) in time slot n, and (iii) SU’s strategy (accept or reject) in
time slot n. We summarize the SE in the following theorem.
−Rh
Here, we define the parameter d = RRl l−R
∈ (0, 1).
dir
Theorem 6: The SE of the multi-slot bargaining game is
given from (a) to (l):
11
• PU’s Belief Updates:
(a) if qn+1 = 0, qn = 0; (b) if
qn+1 > 0 and SU accepts αh in time slot n + 1, qn =
qn+1 ; (c) if qn+1 > 0 and SU accepts αl in time slot
n + 1, qn = 0; (d) if qn+1 > 0 and SU rejects αl in time
slot n + 1, qn = max (dn , qn+1 ).
n
• PU’s Strategy: (e) if qn < d , offers αl in time slot n;
n
(f) if qn > d , offers αh in time slot n; (g) if qn = dn ,
sl
offers αh with probability Rsl∆R
−∆Rsl and offers αl with
∆Rsl
probability 1- Rsl −∆Rsl in time slot n.12
• The High type SU’s Strategy: (h) always accepts αh and
rejects αl .
• The Low type SU’s Strategy: (i) always accepts αh ; (j) if
n = 1 (the last time slot), accepts αl ; (k) if n > 1 and
qn ≥ dn−1 , rejects αl ; (l) if n > 1 and qn < dn−1 ,
n−1
)qn
rejects αl with probability yn = d(1−d
n−1 (1−q ) and accepts
n
n−1

)qn
αl with 1 − (1−d
dn−1 (1−qn ) .
The proof of Theorem 6 can be found in Appendix C. The
bargaining over multiple time slots is a dynamic and repeated
interaction between PU and SU. The reputation effect emerges
from the bargaining interaction, which we will discuss in
details next.

D. Reputation Effect Analysis
The Low type SU’s reputation is the PU’s belief Pr(High
type)=qn about the SU in time slot n. The reputation effect
refers to the fact that a Low type SU has an incentive to reject
the low offer αl , in order to create a reputation of a High type
SU so as to get higher utility (see (k) and (l) in Theorem 6).
The incentive of doing so becomes higher when the bargaining
lasts longer, i.e., reputation effect is more likely to happen
in long relationships than in short ones [29]. Therefore, we
discuss such an effect when N is sufficiently large.
When the SU does not have a strong reputation yet (i.e.,
qn < dn ), it will choose to reject the low offer αl with a certain
probability to increase its reputation as in (l). The balancing
strategy yn∗ (see Appendix C) indicates that the Low type SU’s
willingness to sustain a reputation of a High type SU. Fig. 11
shows how yn∗ evolves as the game proceeds. We choose three
different values of d = 0.4, 0.6, 0.7. Note that the balancing
strategy yn∗ with different values of d begins to decrease when
n = 5, 8, 11, respectively. Prior to these time slots, the Low
11 Recall that we index time backwards, and thus we will compute q based
n
on qn+1 since time slot n is after time slot n + 1.
12 Since ε is an arbitrary small positive, ∆R is arbitrarily small. Therefore,
sl
it is valid that Rsl > 2∆Rsl .
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The balancing strategy of the Low type SU for different d.

type SU always rejects αl as in (k) and does not need to
randomize its action, i.e., it has a deterministic strategy with
yn∗ = 1. As the game approaches to the end (i.e., the time slot
index decrease from 20 to 1), yn∗ monotonically decreases and
becomes zero in the last time slot (n = 1). This is intuitive as
the SU puts a higher priority on getting a positive utility in the
current time slot (by accepting αl ) over the potential higher
future utility (by rejecting αl and sustaining the reputation)
when the game is closer to the end.
The Low type SU can obtain a higher total utility by
taking advantage of the reputation effect. Since d ∈ (0, 1)
and N is large enough, then dN can be arbitrarily small for
a large enough N , and thus it is easy to satisfy the condition
qN = η > dN −1 even if the initial belief η (in the first time
slot N ) is small. From (k), the Low type SU will reject αl
during the initial time slot n = N . Anticipating this, the PU
will offer αh as in (f). As a result, a Low type SU receives
a high offer αh and gets the high utility Rsl since the first
time slot, i.e., the Low type SU can benefit from incomplete
information and thus gain more from the cooperative communication. As mentioned in Section II-C, it indicates that in this
one-sided incomplete information bargaining game where PU
has more bargaining power, the less bargaining power of SU
can be increased (i.e., SU can obtain higher bargaining utility).
The reputation effect described here has been quite powerful.
However, if there are several players who all have incomplete
information within a game, they will all have incentives to
maintain reputations to each other. But, it seems unlikely that
the reputation effect could lead to a strong influence to the
game [29].
For simplicity, we have assumed that there are only two
types of SU. For the general case where there are multiple
different types, Fudenberg et al. in [30] obtained the upper
and lower bounds on the long-run player’s utility that holds
in any Nash equilibrium of the game. Milgrom et al. in [28]
considered the case with the continua of types of players
based on the one-sided incomplete information model. They
pointed out that the difference between two and multiple types
assumptions would not impair the conclusion related to the
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reputation effect as in [31], which shares essentially the same
game theoretical insights as our paper’s.
In this section, we have assumed that PU is a myopic player
with the purpose of simplifying the analysis. However, through
a much more involved analysis, we can show that the results
of each subcase in Section IV also hold for the case of nonmyopic PU assumption. We omit the proof due to the page
limit, and details can be found in our online technical report
[27].
V. C ONCLUSIONS
This paper proposes a novel noncooperative bargainingbased cooperative spectrum sharing mechanism between one
PU and one SU under two different network scenarios. The
general CSS case with multiple PUs and multiple SUs can
be modeled as probabilistic bargaining over an undirected
graph, and can be decomposed into multiple pairs of bilateral
bargaining game between one PU and one SU studied in
this paper. We model the dynamic bargaining process under
incomplete information as a dynamic Bayesian game, and
characterize the corresponding sequential equilibria under different system parameters. Theoretical analysis and numerical
results indicate that both the PU and the SU could obtain
performance improvements (data rate increases) via the relaybased CSS mechanism. Thus, our proposed scheme leads to
a win-win situation.
A PPENDIX
A. Proof of Lemma 1
The SU may achieve different utilities depending on its
choices in both stages: (i) if SU accepts α1 : Us = δ1 α1 Rs −
1+α1
2 δ1 Ps C; (ii) if SU accepts α2 (and rejects α1 ): Us =
2
δ1 δ2 α2 Rs − 1+α
2 δ1 δ2 Ps C; (iii) if SU rejects both offers:
Us = 0. SU therefore prefers accepting α1 to accepting α2 if
1+α2
1
δ1 α1 Rs − 1+α
2 δ1 Ps C > δ1 δ2 α2 Rs −
2 δ1 δ2 Ps C (call it
condition (a)), and SU prefers accepting α1 to rejecting both
1
offers if δ1 α1 Rs − 1+α
2 δ1 Ps C > 0 (call it condition (b)).
Thus, we can derive the condition under which SU will
accept α1 given (α1 , α2 ). When α1 > δ2 α2 , from condition
(a) we have 0 < C < C ∗ (α1 , α2 ). Considering
condition (b),


1 Rs
SU will accept α1 if 0 < C < min C ∗ (α1 , α2 ), Ps2α
(1+α1 ) ,

1 Rs
which can also be written equivalently as 0 < C < Ps2α
(1+α1 )
∗
when α1 > α2 , and 0 < C < C (α1 , α2 ) when δ2 α2 <
α1 ≤ α2 . When α1 ≤ δ2 α2 , conditions (a) and (b) cannot
be satisfied simultaneously, which means that SU will never
accept α1 for any C ∈ [0, K]. Thus we have completed the
proof.


B. Proof of Theorem 2
With Lemma 1, we can obtain three possible belief updates for PU in the second stage. When C ∈
[C ∗ (α1 , α2 ), K] and δ2 α2 < α1 ≤ α2 , PU will update its
belief at the beginning of the second stage as that C is
uniformly distributed in [K1 , K] with K1 = C ∗ (α1 , α2 ) after
1 Rs
observing SU’s rejection. Note that C ∗ (α1 , α2 ) ≤ Ps2α
(1+α1 ) ≤
Rs
2α2 Rs
Ps (1+α2 ) ≤ Ps when δ2 α2 < α1 ≤ α2 , thus according to
Theorem 1, the optimal offer α∗2 is (14) at the top of the next

11

q

2Rs (2Rr −Rdir )
1
Ps Rr (2Rs /Ps −K1 ) − 2 . Combining
2Rs (α1 −δ2 α2 )
, we can
(14) with the fact that K1 = Ps ((1+α
1 )−δ2 (1+α2 ))
eliminate K1 and express α2 as a function of α1 (i.e., α∗2 (α1 ))
by solving a fixed point equation. Based on α∗2 (α1 ), we can

page, where α∗p (K1 ) =

further express K1 as a function of α1 only, i.e., K1 (α1 ).
Now we have reduced the game to a single-stage optimization problem (only optimizing over α1 ) for PU: given α1 , we
have specified [µ1 (C), µ2 (C|α1 )], [A1 (α1 |C), A2 (α2 |C, α1 )]
and PU’s α∗2 (α1 ):
∗
• α2 (α1 ): calculated above by solving a fixed point equation.
• µ1 (C): PU believes C is uniformly distributed over
[0, K].
• µ2 (C|α1 ): PU updates its belief on C as uniformly
distributed in [C ∗ (α1 , α∗2 (α1 )), K].
• A1 (α1 |C):
SU will reject α1 if C
∈
[C ∗ (α1 , α∗2 (α1 )), K].
• A2 (α2 |C, α1 ): SU will accept α2 if and only if
2
δ1 δ2 α2 Rs − 1+α
2 δ1 δ2 Ps C > 0.
Thus, PU should choose the first-stage offer α∗1 to maximize
Up (α1 ) = ((δ1 (1 − α1 )Rr − Rdir ) P1 +
(δ1 δ2 (1 − α∗2 (α1 ))Rr − Rdir ) P2 + (δ1 δ2 − 1)Rdir P3 ) ,

(15)

where
• P1 = Prob(SU accepts α1 ),
• P2 = Prob(SU accepts α2 ),
• P3 = Prob(SU rejects α1 , α2 ).
The probabilities are consistent with SU’s subsequent strategies, i.e.,
• P1 = Prob (C ∈ [0, K1 (α1 )]),
∗
• P2 = Prob (U2 (α2 ) > 0, C ∈ [K1 (α1 ), K]),
• P3 = 1 − P1 − P2 .
In the second stage, SU will accept α2 if


1 + α2
δ1 Ps C > 0.
δ2 δ1 α2 Rs −
2
Thus, the three probabilities
can be further given as P1 =

2Rs α2
1
1
− K1 (α1 ) , and P3 =
1 (α1 ), P2 =
KK

 K Ps (1+α2 )
2Rs α2
1
K K − Ps (1+α2 ) , respectively. Substituting the three probabilities into (15), α∗1 can be calculated by maximizing (15).
If U1 (α∗1 ) is less than zero, then PU will choose direct transmission. Finally, we must also verify whether δ2 α∗2 (α∗1 ) <
α∗1 ≤ α∗2 is true. If yes, then the derived beliefs and strategies
constitute an SE.

C. Proof of Theorem 6
First, let us verify the High type SU’s equilibrium strategy,
assuming that PU follows (a)-(g). First consider PU’s offer αl .
If the High type SU accepts αl , it will get a negative utility
Rsh in the current time slot. Furthermore, PU will offer αl
in the rest of the time slots. The overall SU utility will be
negative. This means that the High type SU should reject αl
and thus get a zero utility in the current time slot (and possible
positive utility in future time slots as PU might offer αh ). Next
consider the case where PU offers αh . Accepting this offer
leads to a positive SU’s utility in the current time slot, and
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min max α∗p (K1 ),

K1
2Rs /Ps − K1



, min



K
,1
2Rs /Ps − K



(14)

q1∗ = Prob(SU is High type | SU rejects αl )
Prob(High type SU)Prob(SU rejects αl | High type SU)
=
Prob(High type SU)Prob(SU rejects αl | High type SU) + Prob(Low type SU)Prob(SU rejects αl | Low type SU)

Up (αl ) =
=

qn Rdir + yn (1 − qn )Rdir + (1 − yn )(1 − qn )Rl =



(dn−1 − qn )
qn (1 − dn−1 )
Rdir +
(1 − qn ) Rl
qn +
n−1
d
(1 − qn )dn−1


1 
qn Rdir + (dn−1 − qn )Rl
dn−1

does not decrease the SU’s possible utility in the future time
slots. Thus the High type SU should accept αh .
Next, we verify PU’s equilibrium strategy (e)-(g). Define qn∗
as the limiting belief, which can be interpreted as a decision
threshold to determine which offer the PU should provide (αl
or αh ). It is easy to analyze the last time slot. PU in the last
time slot, i.e., P1 13 , is indifferent between offering αl and αh
if
q1 Rdir + y1 (1 − q1 )Rdir + (1 − y1 )(1 − q1 )Rl = Rh . (16)
The LHS of (16) is PU’s utility if offering αl , and the RHS is
the utility if offering αh . In (16), y1 denotes the probability
that the Low type SU rejects αl . If PU offers αl in the last
time slot, the Low type SU will definitely accept (i.e., y1 = 0).
Given that y1 = 0, we solve (16) and get the limiting belief
−Rh
= d for n = 1. If P1 ’s utility if offering αl
q1∗ = RRl l−R
dir
−Rh
is larger than Rh , then we must have q1 < RRl l−R
= d and
dir
P1 will choose to offer αl . On the other hand, if q1 > d, P1
will offer αh . If q1 = d, P1 will be indifferent and randomize
between αl and αh with a probability that we will discuss
later.
When n = 2 (the second to last time slot), q2∗ has to satisfy
q2 Rdir + y2 (1 − q2 )Rdir + (1 − y2 )(1 − q2 )Rl = Rh , (17)
where y2 are defined similarly to y1 . Because time slot 2 is
followed by time slot 1, the history action in time slot 2 may
have influence on the last time slot. It implies that y2 is an
unknown variable. Thus there should be one more restriction
for solving the two dependent variables (q2 and y2 ) in (17).
Recall Requirement 3, given q1∗ , which is a consistent belief,
q1∗ should satisfy the Bayes’ rule and is derived from q2 and
y2 as (18). Note that the Bayesian process only applies if PU
provides αl and SU rejects it. Since the High type SU always
rejects αl , an SU’s accepting αl in time slot 2 will reveal that
it belongs to the Low type and thus result in q1 = 0, which
contradicts q1∗ = d. If PU provides αh , any type of SU will
accept it, from (b) we get q2 = q1∗ = d, which we will verify
later.
13 For clear illustrations, we interchangeably use different notations, P ,
1
P2 ,..., PN to denote the PU in different time slots. However, these notations
all indicate the unique PU in the multi-slot bargaining game.

(18)

(22)

With (18), we have q1∗ =

q2 ×1
q2 ×1+y2 (1−q2 )

= d. Further, y2

q2 (1−d)
. Substitute y2 into (17), and
can be given as y2 = (1−q

2 2 )d
−Rh
obtain q2∗ = RRl l−R
= d2 . Combine q2∗ and y2 , then
dir
∗
get y2 , i.e.,

y2∗ =

d2 (1 − d)
d
=
.
2
(1 − d )d
1+d

we
we

(19)

Here y2∗ is the probability that the Low type SU rejects αl and
makes P2 indifferent between offering αl and αh . Following
[32], we call y2∗ as the balancing strategy of the Low type
SU.
For the general case where n ≥ 3, the limiting belief qn∗
and the balancing strategy yn∗ can be similarly derived from
qn Rdir + yn (1 − qn )Rdir + (1 − yn )(1 − qn )Rl = Rh . (20)
∗
By using induction, we can conjecture that qn−1
= dn−1 in
∗
time slot n − 1. Again, we apply the Bayes’ rule to qn−1
and
get the restriction between qn and yn ,
qn
∗
=
qn−1
= dn−1 .
(21)
qn + yn (1 − qn )
n−1

)
n (1−d
From (21), we get yn = q(1−q
n−1 . Substitute yn into (20),
n )d
∗
n
and we get qn = d . Besides, we get the balancing strategy
n
yn∗ = yn (qn∗ ) = d−d
1−dn . Substitute yn into the LHS of (20),
and we get Pn ’s utility if offering αl as (22). Pn ’s utility if
offering αh is Up (αh ) = Rh . If Up (αl ) > Up (αh ), we have
qn < dn and Pn will offer αl . If Up (αl ) < Up (αh ), we have
qn > qn∗ and Pn will offer αh . If Up (αl ) = Up (αh ), i.e.,
qn = dn , Pn will be indifferent and randomize to choose αl
and αh . For the mixed strategy in (g), we will discuss later.
Next let us consider the Low type SU’s equilibrium strategy
(i)-(l). It is obvious that the Low type SU always accepts αh
if PU offers it. The probability that the Low type SU rejects
αl in time slot n is yn . When n > 1 and qn ≥ dn−1 , yn
equals 1, i.e., the Low type SU will always reject αl . When
n−1
)qn
n > 1 and qn < dn−1 , yn = (1−d
dn−1 (1−qn ) ∈ (0, 1). Thus, we
get results in (i)-(l).
Finally, let us verify PU’s belief update in (a)-(d). For offer
αh , any type of SU will definitely accept it. It indicates that
there is no information to help update the PU’s belief. Thus,
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we have qn = qn+1 . Next we verify (a) and (c) from two
aspects:
• If there is an offer αl in time slot n + 1 and the SU
accepts it, then PU immediately knows that the SU is a
Low type. Therefore, PU will update its belief as qn = 0.
• If qn+1 = 0, then PU knows that the SU is a Low type
for time slot n + 1 and the whole following time slots.
Therefore, PU will always set its belief as zero.
When qn+1 > 0 and SU rejects αl in time slot n + 1, with
the Bayes’ rule we have (23) at the top of the next page.
According to (k) and (l), (23) could be further divided into
two cases:
n
• When qn+1 ≥ d , the Low type SU will always reject
αl . Thus, we have
qn+1 × 1
qn =
= qn+1 .
(24)
qn+1 + (1 − qn+1 ) × 1
•

When qn+1 < dnn , the Low type SU will reject αl with
)qn+1
. We have
probability d(1−d
n (1−q
n+1 )
qn =

qn+1
qn+1 + (1 − qn+1 ) ×



(1−dn )qn+1
dn (1−qn+1 )

 = dn . (25)

From (24) and (25), we have qn = max(dn , qn+1 ) =
max (qn∗ , qn+1 ).
Now we consider (g) and focus on the randomization
(mixed) strategy. When qn = dn = qn∗ , Pn is indifferent
between offering αl and αh . In general, all mixed strategies
on choosing αl and αh might be applicable. However, Requirement 3 will lead to a specific mixed strategy.
Reconsider Pn ’s utility in (20), denoted as UPn (qn∗ ), is a
constant Rh if the balancing strategy yn∗ applies. It is also
subject to qn∗ , and independent of whether Pn chooses αl or
αh , or randomizes on both alternatives. This follows from
substituting qn∗ and yn∗ into the condition (20). Thus we can
get
UPn (xn , yn∗ /qn∗ ) = Rh , for all possible xn in Xn ,

(26)

where Xn is the set of all possible Pn ’s strategies, including
the mixed strategies. The mixed strategy pair (xn , 1 − xn )
means choosing αh with probability xn and αl with probability 1−xn . From (26), we can observe that all xn in Xn are the
best responses to yn∗ since Rn is a constant. However, when
qn = qn∗ , the Low type SU will only be expected to choose the
balancing strategy yn∗ = yn (qn∗ ). Since yn∗ is derived based on
the sequential equilibrium requirements, thus as an equilibrium
strategy, it should maximize the Low type SU’s total utility.
If we assume (x∗ , 1 − x∗ ) from the set of Xn as Pn ’s optimal
mixed strategy, then it implies that yn∗ is the best response to
x∗ . In other words, it indicates that the strategy pair (x∗ , yn∗ )
composes a Nash equilibrium in time slot n.
To get x∗ , we conjecture that there exists a strategy profile
X for the PU in each time slot such that its actual belief is
equal to the limiting belief,
X = (xN , ..., xn , ..., x1 ) , xN = · · · = x1 = x∗ > 0,
qn∗ ,

(27)

where xn is the PU’s mixed strategy when qn =
which
makes the Low type SU is indifferent between rejecting and
accepting αl . Since accepting αl will lead to the utility
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∆Rsl > 0, X in (27) implies the Low type SU’s total
utility is n∆Rsl , irrespective of what strategy ỹn (including
mixed strategy) the Low type SU will choose.14 Therefore, any
strategy ỹn can maximize the Low type SU’s utility, including
the equilibrium strategy yn∗ . Thus, it means that yn∗ is the best
response to x∗ . If we can verify that the strategy in (27) exists
and obtain the value of x∗ , then we finish the proof of (g).
sl
In fact, we can get x∗ = Rsl∆R
−∆Rsl . The detailed calculation
∗
of x can be found in [27]. We only sketch it here: x∗ can
be solved in a backward induction way by establishing the
balancing condition for the Low type SU, i.e., we first analyze
the last time slot (n = 1), and then the next to last time slot
(n = 2) and so forth (n ≥ 3). The key point in each case is
that X in (27) makes the Low type SU indifferent between
rejecting and accepting αl .
Thus, we have completed the proof.
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